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We present the response‐oriented sequential alternation (ROSA) method for
multiblock data analysis. ROSA is a novel and transparent multiblock extension
of the partial least squares regression (PLSR). According to a “winner takes
all” approach, each component of the model is calculated from the block of
predictors that most reduces the current residual error. The suggested algorithm
is computationally fast compared with other multiblock methods because orthog-
onal scores and loading weights are calculated without deflation of the predictor
blocks. Therefore, it can work effectively even with a large number of blocks
included. The ROSA method is invariant to block scaling and ordering. The
ROSA model has the same attributes (vectors of scores, loadings, and loading
weights) as PLSR and is identical to PLSR modeling for the case with only
one block of predictors.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

In modern science and industry, there is a growing need for
linking together several data sets to improve model building
both with respect to insight, interpretations, and improved
predictions. Typical examples can be found in the omics
area,1,2 in consumer science,3,4 and in process modeling
and control.5,6 Several methods have been put forward in
the area7–14 and several successful applications have been
reported.15–21

The focus of the present article is on regression situations
with one dependent vector of responses and several indepen-
dent data blocks of predictors. The main emphasis will be on
situations where the predictors are highly multivariate blocks
of collinear data, but handling of other situations will also be
discussed. One is usually interested in both good predictions
and the importance/influence of the various independent
blocks for the prediction of a dependent response variable.
The suggested method is strongly influenced by the partial
least squares (PLS) methodology22,23 and closely related to
the reorthogonalized version of the Golub‐Kahan‐Lanczos
bidiagonalization procedure.24
wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/ce
By applying the reorthogonalization approach rather than
deflating the predictor matrices as suggested in the original
NIPALS PLS algorithm,22 we obtain acceptable speed and
numerical stability even for situations with numerous and rel-
atively large data blocks.

In the chemometrics community, several multiblock
methods motivated by the PLS regression (PLSR) method
have been proposed during the last 30 years.25–28 A partic-
ular method that is versatile and easily available for the
type of situations discussed here is the multiblock PLS
(MB‐PLS) method.7 We will take the MB‐PLS to be the
reference method in the first example presented below.
The MB‐PLS is based on the direct concatenation of the
input blocks into a large predictor matrix followed by an
ordinary application of PLSR. The method has been shown
useful for predictions and visualization by the available
PLS graphical tools. Despite its usefulness, the MB‐PLS
is sensitive to the relative scaling of the blocks. Hence,
some appropriate choice of scaling or standardization is
often required for the modeling process (also a problem
being present at the variable level for the original PLSR).
Another source of spurious bias that is not taken explicitly
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.m 1
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into account by the MB‐PLS modeling procedure is due to
data blocks of possibly very different widths (such as a q‐
variable block of design data and a p‐variable block of
spectroscopic data where q≪ p). Also the underlying
dimensionality of each block, eg, the number of relevant
components, is not taken into account when creating com-
ponents that span all blocks every time.15

The sequential and orthogonalized PLS (SO‐PLS)8

method was proposed to compensate for these two prob-
lems. Experience has shown that SO‐PLS has interpreta-
tional and sometimes predictive advantages over the
standard MB‐PLS. However, a problem with the SO‐PLS
method is that it is inconvenient to use for more than
two blocks of input data.

The method suggested in the next section avoids this
weakness and works well for situations with a larger num-
ber of input blocks. It shares the advantages of the SO‐
PLS being invariant to block scaling and handles blocks
of various sizes without being affected by spurious bias.
The idea behind the suggested method builds on a simple
modification of PLSR that can be implemented by a com-
putationally efficient algorithm.

In the subsequent sections, we describe the new
method in detail. Some variants of the approach and rela-
tions to standard statistical methodology will also be
discussed. Various aspects of the method will be demon-
strated and compared with the MB‐PLS and interval PLS
(iPLS)28 methods by analyzing data sets from nuclear
and vibrational spectroscopy, rheology, and sensory
analysis.
E

E

2 | RESPONSE ‐ORIENTED SEQUENTIAL
ALTERNATION

2.1 | The setup

A single‐response PLSR is often applied when we want
the prediction of some response vector y (n×1) to be
based on measurements collected in a predictor data block
X (n× p). The extraction of the PLS components
corresponds to a repeated covariance maximization and
validation procedure resulting in the detection of an X
subspace both fitting y well and resulting in a linear
regression model appropriate for the prediction of future
samples.

We suggest a modification of PLSR to include nB≥ 1
mean‐centered data blocks X1 , . . . , XnB of sizes
(n×p1) , . . . , (n× pnB ), respectively. The extraction of the
model components is arranged as a competition between
the covariance‐maximizing candidate components com-
puted from each data block. For the kth step, the block
component resulting in the smallest y residual is declared
to be the “winner” and taken to define the xtitk‐th model
component. The competition between subsequent
candidate components is constrained to the orthogonal
complement of the subspaces spanned by the previously
winning components. These constraints assure that we
obtain both orthogonal scores and loading weights. We
refer to this procedure as the response‐oriented sequential
alternation (ROSA).

2.2 | The algorithm

Here we describe the principles of the ROSA algorithm. It
should be noted that the conventional but computationally
intensive X deflations (well known from the NIPALS
PLS) are replaced by mathematically equivalent but faster
Gram‐Schmidt steps for computing the orthonormal scores
(t1, ... , tA) and loading weights (w1, ... ,wA) (where A is
the desired number of components to be extracted). For
clarity, we have split the algorithm into two parts: the first
part gives the basic structure of the ROSA algorithm, and
the second part explains the orthogonalization and normal-
izations steps required for stability.

The ROSA algorithm—main part.
Define y1 = y, nB to be the number of (centered) data blocks
X1 , . . . ,XnB and A the desired number of components to be
extracted.

For a= 1 : A

1. Compute the nB loading weight candidates v1 ¼
Xt
1ya; :::; vnB ¼ Xt

nBya and modify the associated competing
candidate scores τ1 =X1v1 , . . . , τnB = XnBvnB according to
(1s) in the second part of the algorithm.

2. Compute the y residuals r1 , . . . , rnB after regressing ya onto
each of τ1 , . . . , τnB, respectively, ie, rj ¼ y−τjτtjy , for
j= 1 , . . . , nB.

3. Let i= argmin{∥r1∥, ... , ∥rnB∥} and define

• the residual ya + 1 = ri,

• the normalized scores ta= τi according to (1s),

• the normalized loading weights wa ¼ 0t vti 0
t

� �t∈Rp

p ¼ ∑nB
k¼1 pk

� �
according to (3s).

4. Define qa ¼ ytata (the regression coefficient with respect
to ta).

nd (for a= 1 : A)

5. Organize vectors and scalars into the matrices T= [t1t2 ...
tA] ,W= [w1w2 ...wA] and q= [q1 ... qA]

t.

6. Let Xc= [X1X2 ... XnB] be the matrix of concatenated data
blocks, and define the Xc‐loadings P ¼ Xt

cT.

7. Compute the associated regression coefficients for the
concatenated data blocksXc: b=W(PtW)−1q and constant
term b0 ¼ y−Xb for the prediction of future (uncentered)
observations. Here y is the mean of y, and X is the
(1 × p) column means vector based on the uncentered
version of the concatenated data blocks.

nd
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The ROSA algorithm—stabilization and orthogonaliza-

tion part.
FIGUR

multip
paths
by com
1s If a >1: Modify τ1 , . . . , τnB into their normalized
projections onto the orthogonal complement of the subspace
spanned by the previously winning scores T= [t1 ... ta − 1], ie,
τj= τj− T(Ttτj) and τj= τj/ ∥ τj∥ for j= 1 , . . . , nB.

3s Define wa to be the vector obtained by normalizing the
orthogonal complement of ωi ¼ 0t vti 0

t
� �t∈Rp

p ¼ ∑nB
k¼1 pk

� �
with respect to W= [w1 ...wa − 1], ie,

wa=ωi−W(Wtωi) and wa=wa/ ∥wa∥.

Note: The resulting wa is nonzero only for the ith index
segment of length pi.
A MATLAB29 function implementing the ROSA algo-
rithm is given in Appendix 1. Note that the computations
required for step 3s in practice only require the nonzero parts
of the W columns that are obtained from the previous i‐block
winnings for the orthogonalization. Consequently, W is a
sparse matrix. To help the reader in realizing that the ROSA
really is a direct extension of PLSR, we have also included
the simplified MATLAB code for the corresponding PLSR
function (the commands required with one X‐block only) in
Appendix 2.

It should be noted that the orthonormal scores (T) and
weights (W) extracted by the ROSA algorithm respect the
PLSR diagram structure (Figure 1) suggested by Indahl.23

The X0 matrix in the diagram corresponds to the
concatenated, centered block data matrices as specified in
step 7 of the ROSA algorithm. This underlines the fact that
the ROSA algorithm is a direct generalization of PLSR to
multiple blocks, which retains all the familiar attributes of
PLSR. The stabilization and orthogonalization part of the
E 1 The linear algebra of PLSR and ROSA. The arrows indicate
lication from the right by the corresponding matrix. All directed
in the diagram with the same start and end points lead to the same result
position
ROSA algorithm ensures that this relationship stays true for
any number of components.
2.3 | Significance of block component selections

The block competition rule of ROSA is a forward selection
approach of orthogonal components where blocks can be
used several times (but not excluded after selection).

As with PLSR, we can use the cross‐validated analysis of
variance (CV‐ANOVA)30 to check if the modeling improves
the predictions over the mean value. By combining this with
pairwise testing through the Tukey honestly significant differ-
ence (HSD) test, we can assess the significance of component‐
wise prediction improvements. This means that the usefulness
of a block of variables will be associated with significances of
improvements from each of the previously included blocks.
We also note that the possibility of dismissing variables due
to blocks never being selected represents an interesting and
informative aspect of the method.
2.4 | Interpretations

For each “winning” component, the associated pair of (ti,wi)
is linked to the contributing information of the ith data block
(that is not already accounted for by the earlier winning
components).

The relationships of a winning component to the other
data blocks can be investigated by considering its correlation
to the competing block scores. A heat map inspection (see
Figure 10) of such correlations may be worth considering
for this purpose.

A similar inspection of the residual norms
∥r1∥ , . . . , ∥rnB∥ (step 3 of the ROSA algorithm) may also
be useful.

On the basis of the suggested heat maps, it is possible to
assess alternative block component selections that may fit
only slightly poorer than the winning choice. It should be
noted that because of the residual error being reduced for
each included component, the differences between competing
residuals in the block component selections will necessarily
decrease. Hence, for the later components, the various block
component alternatives are likely to be less critical for the
final model. For exploring the geometrical relationship
between the samples as represented by the ROSA model as
well as the relationships between the components and the
original variables (for all blocks), the score and loading plots
familiar from the PLS modeling still apply.
3 | APPLICATIONS

3.1 | Data sets

3.1.1 | Sensory attributes of potatoes

A total of n=26 potatoes have been scored by sensory asses-
sors after cooking.31 The experiment was originally



FIGURE 2 Data from raw and cooked potatoes consisting of chemical, rheological (compression), and spectral data (NIR spectroscopy, NMR Carr‐Purcell‐
Meiboom‐Gill, and NMR free induction decay)
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performed to see how well one could predict the sensory tex-
ture of cooked potatoes using uniaxial compression (rheol-
ogy), near‐infrared (NIR) spectroscopy, and low field 1H
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. Data were
collected into nB=8 blocks, including chemical measure-
ments (Chem.) (p1=14), rheological measurements (Comp.)
(p2=12), NIR spectroscopy before and after cooking
(p3= p4=1050), and two different NMR measurement types,
Carr‐Purcell‐Meiboom‐Gill (p5= p6=4096) and free
induction decay (p7= p8=5000), before and after cooking
(Figure 2). A subset of four sensory attributes have been
selected as responses for modeling and prediction: (i) reflection
from surface, (ii) hardness, (iii) mealiness, and (iv) chewiness.
More details on the data blocks are given in the original
article.31

3.1.2 | Fat emulsions measured by Raman spectroscopy

A total of 69 emulsions (samples) were measured using
Raman spectroscopy (pRaman=1096) and NIR spectroscopy
(pNIR=301) for the prediction of the contents of polyunsatu-
rated fatty acids (PUFA).32 The NIR spectroscopy data were
excluded from our analysis as the Raman spectra were more
informative in all analyses performed using the ROSA
method. NIR spectroscopy does not win the block competi-
tion before component 37, resulting in a model far too com-
plex for prediction purposes.

We will therefore study the ROSAwhen applied to a five‐
block splitting of the Raman data set. The five blocks were
defined by splitting at 1770 cm−1 (p1=115), 1525 cm−1

(p2=385), 1380 cm−1 (p3=205), 1175 cm−1 (p4=145),
and 790 cm−1 (p5=246), as shown in Figure 3. The choice
of splitting is based on the visual appearance of the spectra,
trying to have splits in low‐intensity areas and making
regions that are in some sense homogeneous without taking
chemical interpretation into account.
3.2 | Results

3.2.1 | Prediction of sensory attributes

Each sensory attribute is modeled separately by the
ROSA method. According to Figure 4 where a cross‐val-
idated explained variance (10‐fold, consecutive segments)
is shown in the upper panel, hardness is the most difficult
response to model. The cross‐validated explained variance

is computed as 100⋅ 1−∑s∑j y sf g
j −ŷ −sf gð Þ2

∑i yi−yð Þ2

� �
, where s is the

segment, {s} are the samples inside segment s, {−s} are
the samples outside segment s, j is the sample within seg-
ment, and i is the sample. Therefore, negative explained
variances can occur, typically at the 0 component, when

ŷ −sf g is exchanged with �y −sf g . The lower panel shows
the progressions of block component selections for each
sensory attribute. The chemical block applies in the
modeling of all attributes within the first three compo-
nents, whereas the remaining blocks apply differently for
the various models. All blocks are included in at least
two different models during the first 10 components,
except for the free induction decay block for cooked pota-
toes, which never applies. It is worth noting that the com-
pression block first enters the models (Reflection and



FIGURE 3 Raman spectra of emulsions divided into five blocks

FIGURE 4 Cross‐validated explained variance
and block component selection from predictions
of sensory attributes using eight blocks of chemi-
cal, rheological, and spectral data. The lines and
circles show the component‐wise block compo-
nent selections for each response by the ROSA
modeling
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Mealiness) as the fifth component, making it fair to con-
clude that this block contributes relatively little to the
explanatory power in the models proposed by ROSA.

One of the traditional approaches for handling multiblock
data is the concatenation of the blocks after some appropriate
scaling followed by application of the ordinary PLS (MB‐
PLS). We have used the Frobenius norm normalization to
enforce identical total variances in all data blocks before their
concatenation.

Figure 5 shows the explained variances and first vectors
of loading weights (corresponding to the responses). The
most obvious differences from ROSA are smaller improve-
ments in explained variance after the first component and a
reduction in prediction performance.

Although MB‐PLS achieves maximum cross‐validated
explained variances of 75.8%, 13.1%, 76.6%, and 79.7%
for reflection, hardness, mealiness, and chewiness, respec-
tively, ROSA's corresponding maxima are 84.7%, 42.1%,
90.2%, and 93.4%. One might suspect that the loss in pre-
dictive power for this version of the MB‐PLS is due to
the down weighting of individual variables in the “wider”
blocks compared with the “thinner” blocks. A quick check
on this matter is possible by an additional block weighting
with its number of variables. The cross‐validated explained
variances were in this case reduced to 45.0%, −9.5%,
75.5%, and 71.4%, indicating that the weighting issue of
MB‐PLS really is a nontrivial task.

Plotting the full vectors of loading weights is inappro-
priate for this example, as a few variables have relatively
large weights even after the block scaling. To compensate
for the scale differences, one may split these vectors as
shown in Figure 5. Here the chemical and compression



FIGURE 5 Cross‐validated explained variance
and first vectors of loading weights (one per
model) from predictions of sensory attributes
using eight blocks of chemical, rheological, and
spectral data modeled by MB‐PLS

FIGURE 6 Score plot for the “reflection from
surface” of potatoes. The gray‐level gradient indi-
cates the associated dry matter measurements,
whereas the (red) squares mark the organic sam-
ples. The first component is based on the NIR of
cooked potatoes, and the second component is
based on the chemical block
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parts of the loading weights are shown in one subplot and
the NIR and NMR parts in another subplot (with separate
ordinate axes).

Figure 6 shows a score plot of the first two components
for the “reflection from surface” model. All samples were
shaded according to dry matter, and red squares were used
to indicate the subset of organic samples. The two attributes
are closely related in the present data set as all organic pota-
toes are lower in dry matter content than the nonorganic ones.
We also show a correlation loading plot in Figure 7,
including only the chemical block. This illustrates that block
variables are always associated with correlation loadings,
although not participating as winning blocks, and that one
can plot a subset of the correlation loadings, not all 20318
included in all blocks, for block‐specific interpretations.
3.2.2 | Prediction of polyunsaturated fatty acids

Cross‐validation results (9‐fold, consecutive segments) of the
PUFA models are shown in Figure 8 and indicate a model



FIGURE 7 Correlation loading plot for the “reflection from surface” of
potatoes. The first component is based on the NIR of cooked potatoes, and
the second component is based on the chemical block
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based on 5 components to be optimal. In this model, only the
blocks (3, 4, and 1) contribute. Within the first 10 compo-
nents, block 5 is not represented, and there are indications
that the predictive performance decreases when block 2
enters the model. Without introducing chemical prior knowl-
edge, we may conclude that the associated intervals 1770–
1525 cm−1 (1), 1380–1175 cm−1 (3), and 1174–790 cm−1 (4)
are the most informative for the prediction of PUFA.

This conclusion is supported by chemical interpretations
of Figure 9 (first five vectors of loading weights). More
FIGURE 8 Cross‐validated explained variance
and block component selection from predictions
of PUFA using five spectral regions of Raman
emulsions
specifically, the two major peaks in the first component load-
ing weights correspond to an increase in symmetric rock in
cis (=C‐H at ∼1270 cm−1) and a decrease in the in‐phase
methylene twist (C‐H2 at ∼1302 cm−1). The largest peaks
in the second component can be associated with an increase
in C‐C stretch (∼1075 cm−1) and a decrease in C=C‐related
motions (∼1001 cm−1). Moreover, the major peak increase
and shift in the third component corresponds to a cis dou-
ble‐bond stretching (C=C at ∼1655–1635 cm−1). All these
phenomena are in correspondence with an increase in PUFA
content, thus confirming the choices made by the ROSA
method to be sound.

Inspection of the candidate score correlations in Figure 10
shows that several of the competing scores of the first two
components are very similar, especially those of blocks 3
and 4. This is an indication of high commonness between
the candidate block components. If we also include the infor-
mation on residual root mean squared error (RMSE) from the
figure, we see that high correlation to the selected block scores
does not always guarantee a similar fit. In the second compo-
nent, the scores of blocks 3 and 4 are indistinguishable in the
score correlations, whereas the difference in residual RMSE is
more tangible. For this component, block 1 correlates less to
the winner (block 4) than block 3 but still represents a better
fit. A more extreme situation appears in the competition of
component 7, where two candidates of near identical fit
(blocks 2 and 5) are completely uncorrelated. Such lack of
correspondence between correlations and RMSE should by
no means be taken as a surprise. It means that the residual ya
projects with very similar magnitudes onto competing block
scores that are almost orthogonal.

An obvious reference method to consider when splitting a
single data set into blocks is the iPLS.28 The basic version of



FIGURE 9 First five sets of loading weights
from predictions of PUFA using five spectral
regions of Raman emulsions

FIGURE 10 Top: correlations between scores from the selected block (indi-
cated by circle) to the remaining blocks. Bottom: increase in the residual
RMSE by selecting a different block than the best fitting one. Raman data
have been modeled by ROSA to predict the response polyunsaturated fatty
acids
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iPLS generates cross‐validated PLS models for each of the
intervals and compares the predictive performance of these
models to the global PLS model.

For the prediction of the PUFA data, the maximum
explained variance for the global model, corresponding to
PLSR on the concatenated Raman data, is 87.6%, which is
slightly lower than the explained variance of the ROSA;
88.0% after 5(6) components. By contrast, the different
regions result in explained variances of 76.9%, 69.8%,
77.1%, 82.1%, and 66.0%, respectively, for iPLS. If we com-
pare these to the block component selections of Figure 8, we
see that iPLS and ROSA agree on which regions are best at
predicting the PUFA content. A variant of the iPLS called
backward iPLS33 uses the iPLS results to iteratively remove
the worst‐performing region and performs semiglobal analy-
ses on the remaining regions. Its optimum is found after
removing the second interval for this data set, resulting in
an explained variance of 88.2%. The prediction accuracy
slightly dominates ROSA (by less than 0.2%) at the cost of
a less transparent model where all the included intervals con-
tribute in all six components.

An additional aspect that fits well with the competitive
block component selection strategy of ROSA is the signifi-
cance issues in this competition as assessed by CV‐ANOVA
and Tukey HSD test.

In Figure 11, we see the mean absolute error of PUFA
predictions together with error bars calculated by the Tukey
HSD test. We can observe that all models are significantly
better than predictions based on the mean value of PUFA.
After the first component, no model improves significantly
when compared directly to the previous one, but improve-
ments are found when comparing components further apart.
The five‐component model predicts significantly better than
the three‐component model, indicating that there is more
information on PUFA content in the fourth block than what
was found in the second component alone because compo-
nents 4 and 5 are also based on the fourth block.
4 | DISCUSSION

The proposed algorithm (ROSA) for multiblock data analysis
is a direct extension of PLSR, and it inherits all subspace plot-
ting capabilities, nomenclature, and possibilities of validation.

ROSA shares the block scaling invariance property of
SO‐PLS. In addition, ROSA is invariant to block ordering.
By forcing the selection of components in ROSA to use one
block at the time, e.g. the five first components from block
one and the next four from block two, we can reproduce the
components found by SO‐PLS.



FIGURE 11 Mean absolute error of the prediction
of PUFA from Raman. ANOVA of the absolute
prediction errors (CV‐ANOVA) is the basis for the
error bars associated with the Tukey HSD test
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ROSA can be understood as a generalized variable selec-
tion method, where single variables are exchanged with
blocks of variables. In the Raman/PUFA example, we dem-
onstrate the possibility of defining the blocks by separating
variables from a common source of measurements into dis-
tinct data blocks. In this case, there are some similarities
between ROSA and the iPLS.

Throughout this presentation, we have deliberately
focused on single‐response modeling, even when multiple
responses are available. This choice has been made to avoid
entanglement or confounding of phenomena from different
sources in the modeling and interpretations. It is straight for-
ward to modify the ROSA for applications with multiple
responses. Candidate loading weights could be computed
using singular value decomposition (as in PLS2) or canonical
correlation (as in canonical PLS34), and amodified block com-
ponent selection rule would maximize across all responses.
However, by modeling one response at the time, we expect
fewer and more focused components to be extracted.

The computational efficiency of the ROSA model comes
from two main sources. First, subspaces are directly computed
without any need for iterative, mathematical convergence of
an optimization criterion. Second, no block deflations are
performed; only the response is deflated. The overhead from
block selection is minimal, and the orthogonalization steps
are efficient and low dimensional, thus contributing little to
the overall computation time. The actual speed gain is of
course dependent on the dimensions of the data. Compared
with an efficient MB‐PLS implementation (also without need
for convergence), MB‐PLS need 60%, 200%, and 650% more
time on modeling small data (n=69, p=1096, and nB=5),
medium data (n=26, p=20318, and nB=8), and large data
(n=1000, p=24305, and nB=12), than ROSA.

Regarding stability, one should note that extreme outliers
(as always) may influence the block component selections. It
is therefore advisable to apply some outlier detection proce-
dure or nested cross validation35 to assess the influence of
the various samples on the final model.

In particular, in omics data analysis, the concept of com-
mon or joint components/information is of interest.9,11,14 One
of several possible extension of the ROSAmethod is to include
“combined” components, including several data blocks.
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APPENDIX: MATLAB CODE FOR
ALGORITHMS
Appendix 1. The ROSA algorithm

function [beta, order, count, attributes] = ROSA (X, y, A)
%% Response‐oriented sequential alternation
% [beta, order, count, attributes] = ROSA (X, y, A)
%
% Inputs: X–predictors (cells 1 x nb),
% y–response (vector n x 1),
% A–number of components (integer)
%
% Outputs: beta – regression coefficients (for concat. X)
% order – order of winners along components
% count – number of times each block won
% attributes – a struct containing:
% T – scores
% Pb – block loadings
% Wb – block loading weights
% W – loading weights of concantenated X
% PtW – W‐coordinates of (the projected) P
%―――― Initialization ――――
n = size (X{1},1); nb = length(X); % number of samples and
blocks
pk = cellfun (@(x) size(x,2), X); % number of variables per
block
count = zeros (1,nb); % counts the number of times a block is
active
order = zeros (1,A); % keeps track of active blocks order
T = zeros (n,A); % to be the A orthonormal scores
q = zeros (1,A); % to be the T‐regression coeffs
Pb = cell (1,nb); % orthonormal block loadings and
weights:
Wb = cellfun (@(x) zeros (x, n), num2cell (pk),
′UniformOutput′, false);
W = sparse (sum (pk),A); % global weights
Xorig = X; yorig = y; % store original data before
centering:
X = cellfun (@(x) bsxfun (@minus, x, mean(x)), X,
′UniformOutput′, false);
y = y – mean (y);
inds = cellfun (@ (x) 1:x, num2cell (pk), ′UniformOutput′, false);
for i = 2:nb % block column‐indices

inds{i} = inds{i} + sum(pk(1:(i‐1)));
end
% Temporary (competing) weights, scores and residuals:
v = cell(nb,1); t = zeros(n,nb); r = zeros(n,nb);
%―――― ROSA solution of the MB linear
regression problem ――――――――
for a = 1:A

% The candidate score‐vectors; orthogonalized wrt previ-
ous T‐scores:
for k=1:nb, v{k} = X{k}′*y; t(:,k) = X{k}*v{k}; end
if a > 1, t = t ‐ T (:,1:a‐1)*(T(:,1:a‐1)′*t); end
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for k=1:nb
t(:,k) = t(:,k)/norm(t(:,k)); % Normalize the competing
scores
r(:,k) = y ‐ t(:,k)*(t(:,k)′*y); % .. and calculate y
residuals
end
% i‐index of winning block (smallest residual):
[¬,i] = min(sum(r.^2));
count(i) = count (i)+1; % book‐keeping (record
counts and
order(a) = i; %.. order of winning blocks)
T(:,a) = t (:,i); % the winning score‐vector is stored
q(a) = y′*T (:,a); % regression coeff wrt T (:,a)
y = r (:,i); % y is updated to the smallest resid-
ual % Orthogonalize and normalize the winning
weights w{i}:
v{i} = v{i} – Wb{i}(:,1:count(i))*(Wb{i}(:,1:count
(i))′*v{i});
Wb{i}(:,count(i)) = v{i}/norm(v{i});
% Weights organized wrt merged data blocks:
W(inds{i},a) = Wb{i}(:,count(i));

end
%―Postprocessing to find regression coeffs & other
key matrices―
for k = 1:nb, Pb{k} = X{k}′*T; end % X‐loadings
% The W‐coordinates of (the projected) P:
PtW = triu(cell2mat(Pb′)′*W);
% The X‐regression coefficients and intercepts:
Beta = cumsum(bsxfun(@times,W/PtW, q),2);
beta = [mean(yorig) ‐ mean(cell2mat(Xorig))*beta; beta];
% Remove unused Wb‐columns:
for k =1:nb, Wb{k} = Wb{k}(:,1:count(k)); end
% Collect attributes
attributes = struct(′T′, T, ′Pb′, {Pb}, ′Wb′, {Wb}, ′W′, W, ′
PtW′, PtW);

Appendix 2. The PLSR simplification of 1‐block ROSA

function [beta, attributes] = PLSR(X, y, A)
%% partial least squares regression
% [beta, attributes] = PLSR(X, y, A)
%

% Inputs: X – predictors (matrix n x p)
% y – response (vector n x 1)
% A – number of components (integer)
%
% Outputs: beta – regression coefficients
% attributes – a struct containing:
% T – scores
% P – loadings
% W – loading weights
% PtW – W‐coordinates of (the projected) P

%――――― Initialization ――――
[n,p] = size(X);
meanX = mean(X); X = bsxfun(@minus, X, meanX); %
Centering
meany = mean(y); y = y‐meany;% ―|| ―
W = zeros(p,A); T = zeros(n,A); % To be the ortho. weights
and scores
q = zeros(1,A); % To be the T‐regression coeffs
%――― Solution of the PLSR problem ――
for a = 1:A

w = X′*y; t = X*w;% The candidate score‐vectors
% Orthogonalize wrt the T‐scores already found:
if a > 1, t = t ‐ T(:,1:a‐1)*(T(:,1:a‐1)′*t); end
T (:,a) = t/norm(t); % Normalization
q (a)= T(:,a)′*y; % y deflation step
y = y ‐ T(:,a)*q(a); % regression coeff wrt T(:,a)
% Orthogonalize wrt the W‐weights already found:
if a > 1, w = w ‐ W(:,1:a‐1)*(W(:,1:a‐1)′*w); end
W (:,a) = w/norm(w); % Normalization

end
% ――― Postprocessing to find regression coeffs &
other key matrices ―――
P = X′*T; % X‐loadings
PtW = tril(triu(P′*W),1); % The W‐coordinates of (the
projected) P
% The X‐regression coefficients and intercepts:
beta = cumsum(bsxfun(@times,W/PtW, q),2);
beta = [meany ‐ meanX*beta; beta];
% Collect attributes
attributes = struct(′T′, T, ′P′ P, ′W′, W, ′PtW′, PtW);


